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Blachwood's slashing article on " The Cult of the Millionaire," which The
Living Age reprints in its issue for August 3r, bas a distinct bearing upon tle
American type.

Mrs. Archibald Little's "Peking Revisited," in 7 1 e Living Age for
September 7, is a graphic personal sketch of the Chinese capital as it appears
now on the eve of the evacuation by the allies.

An old yet ever new subject, the relation between " Mothers and Daughters,"
is freshly and sensibly treated by Mrs. Florence Bell in the leading article in The
Living Age for September 7. Mrs, Bell's views are modern, but not extreme.

Ernest Newman's article on '' The Essential Tschaikowsky," reprinted
from The Contemporary Review in The Living Age for August 3, is an im-
portant contribution to the literature of muscial criticism, and is exquisitely
written.

People who hold that there is an occult connection between the shape of the
nose and mental characteristics will find much to confirm their opinion in the
study of " Minds and Noses," which The Living Age for August 10 reprints
rom Blackwood's.

Catherine I.' Dodd's article on " The Ideals of an American School Girl,"
in The Living Age for August io, describes and tabulates the results of some
recent inquiries concerning the ideals cherished by American school girls, in a
manner which is diverting and illuminative.

In ,M. de Vogue's article, " An English View of France," which Tje
Li:ing Age translates for its issue of September 7, we have Mr. Bodley's opin-
ions and criticisms of French life and letters brightly, yet not unsympathetically
-treated by one of the cleverest of contemporary French writers.

The leading article in The Living Age for August 17 will be Herbert
Paul's " Personal Impression " of the late Bishop of London-a charming
tribute to one of the most beloved of ecclesiastics. According to Mr. Paul,
Bishop Creighton's death may fairly be attributed, as was that of Bishop
Brooks, to overwork in attention to the details of the duties of bis office.

Matilde Serao's story, " Sister Giovanna of the Cross," which is con-
cluded in 2 he Living 4,ge for September 7, is one of ,the most touching and ex-
quisite stories in recent'magazine literature. Its publication is specially timely,
as the Benedictine nuns and other religious orders in France are about closing
their doors in anticipation of the taking effect of the new Associations' law.

People vho would like to read the entire text of Professor Robert Koch's
paper on the suppression of tuberculosis, which occasioned such a stir at the
British Congress, will find it in The Living Age for August 3r. The paper bas
been so much discussed and the positions taken in it are the subject of so'much
controversy that the intelligent reader will be glad of the opportunity to learn
'for himself precisely what Professor Kocb's claims-are.
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